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Realtime Media Performance
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Realtime Deep Probing & Monitoring 
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Maintaining Quality at Scale in Shifting Landscapes: How Zero Friction® Helps Outpace Industry Change 




March 28, 2024 



As the media industry evolves, the challenge lies in consistently delivering high-quality content. Solutions today need flexibility built in to purchase and operation models, enabling workflows to elevate and adapt content delivery systems efficiently. Read the blog to explore how TAG’s Zero Friction® approach helps in adapting to industry shifts while ensuring outputs remain reliable and your viewers get an unbeatable quality of experience.




Read More » 
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Navigating cloud solutions and IP workflows in the evolving European media landscape 




March 6, 2024 



The European broadcast and media industries face unique challenges in adopting cloud-based solutions due to strict regulations, data privacy concerns, and catering to a multilingual audience. Despite slower migration as compared to the United States, Europeans are experiencing a heightened awareness of the significant benefits in scalability and agility offered by the cloud.

Read the blog post to find out more.
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TAG Video Systems and LiveU Partner to Deliver Enhanced Live Video Quality for News and Sports 




March 27, 2024 



Through this partnership, TAG Video Systems’ comprehensive real-time media performance solutions will seamlessly monitor LiveU’s industry-leading live video transmission feeds, notify for events per custom set thresholds and visualize them in real-time.
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TAG and Zixi Elevate Monitoring Standards for Live Cloud-Based Applications through Enhanced Partnership 




March 26, 2024 



TAG users can now leverage key elements of the Zixi SDVP to use the public Internet and unmanaged networks to transport professional video signals for an efficient, cost-effective, and complete solution for pro-active monitoring and delivery of live video at scale. 
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TAG Video Systems Appoints LineUP as Authorized Reseller, Strengthening the presence of software-defined IP solutions in the Brazilian Market 




March 19, 2024 



This relationship will bring personalized service to TAG’s customers on a local level and enable LineUP to offer TAG’s advanced platform to a region transitioning from legacy monitoring systems to IP-based protocols.
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TAG Video Systems is the global leader in software-based integrated IP probing, monitoring, visualization and analytics solutions. TAG enables broadcasters, content creators, and service providers to streamline operations, cut through the complexity of IP media workflows, and keep infrastructures ahead of shifting technology and demand with Zero Friction agility. The TAG platform empowers users with innovative toolsets to ensure video quality, improve overall efficiency across all media workflows, and provides invaluable business and operational insights.
 
















Delivering with confidence:
 











































































“With the ability to monitor all of our feeds in the IP domain both visually and through metrics, TAG gives us the confidence to know we have the entire workflow covered” 
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Chris ConnollyVP of Transmission Engineering and Operations, NBC Sports 









"The key benefit in TAG is its agility and versatility" 
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Jonathan MorleyHead of Engineering, Globecast 









"The simplicity of the TAG solution was a winner, there was no large installation, testing or onsite customization. It was as simple as plugging in a USB stick" 
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Simon ScottExecutive Head of Technology, Media Hub 









"There is very little out there that can do what the TAG does on the same hardware, such as decoding multiformat streams all on one appliance. Using the TAG IP solution gives Foxtel an edge as it is a software-based solution so we can move away from dedicated hardware that become a technical debt over time" 
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Matthew CarterHead of Broadcast Engineering and Projects, Foxtel 
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